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Catalysts or How I Got in the Prose Groove

Several years ago, when I initially began compiling the pieces for
this volume of essays and memoirs, the manuscript was called Intimate
Industries. Although this title was later discarded as being too sugges-
tive of a chain of underwear stores, it retains some of the flavour of the
dichotomous texts this book contains, one part being connected to
personal experience and the other to the critical market. I used to be
terrified of writing prose. I thought if I did that poetry would leave me,
cast her transgressive former servant aside in favour of a purer subject.
But, being somewhat of a risk taker, I couldn’t resist and, in 1999, I
wrote the first piece, chronologically speaking, in Catalysts for the
literary journal The New Orphic Review. By this point, I had been
writing seriously for over seven years and was just beginning to publish
trade books. I won’t say I was hooked but that I was allowed, in a sense,
by poetry to continue to write the occasional review, or conference
paper, or piece of creative non-fiction without it divesting me of the
hope of further poems. 

Twelve years have passed since then. In that time, and mostly over
the last four years, the remaining pieces were written. In the first
section of this collection, many were spurred on by muses, the pursuit
of the elusive source continuing to be a fascination, even an obsession of
mine, sources that led me everywhere from divorce court to France and
Turkey. Others were compelled by childhood memories of what
influences, or influenzas, formed this scribbling being. None of these
were commissioned in the same manner as the works in the second
section, mostly, were. These pieces were scripted for particular
occasions, such as the League of Canadian Poets’ AGM or The
Summer Dreams Literary Arts Festival in Stanley Park, British
Columbia. Some of the collection’s essays and the two reviews I
include appeared initially in periodicals and are reprinted here for the
manner in which they express certain preoccupations I keep returning
to: the connection between music and poetry, the dearth of in-depth
criticism in most Canadian journals, the shifting face of regional and
environmental writings in this country and the richness of multimedia
collaboration. In general, this book also emerges, as does everything I
write, from the authors I’ve read over a particular period of time. Some
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of these authors, from Steven Heighton to Jane Hirshfield to Derek
Walcott, all poets turned, for however long, prosifiers, have taught me
much about the terse fierceness of the contemporary North American
essay and review. 

Catalysts: Confrontations with the muse, a title finally chosen for
the way it expresses the multiple chemical transformations an artist can
undergo without being destroyed in the process, is a mishmash of prose
genres, a mélange of a book of creative and critical non-fiction. The
most important thing to remember is that it was written by a poet.
What does this mean? That language and rhythm and how it all sings
are deep priorities of mine. And that I’m reminding the poetry muses to
keep it coming. I haven’t forgotten you composing these other genres;
no, this is an honouring. 
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Part  One:

Origins 





Deep Time & Children’s Literature (2008)

Graham Greene once wrote that “it is only in childhood that books
have any deep influence on our lives.” Although I have myself experi-
enced, as an adult, at least one poet, Robinson Jeffers, and one novella,
Marie-Claire Blais’s Three Travelers, which affected me at sufficient
depth that I spent many years rereading these texts as student, lover,
even as stalker, I do agree with Greene’s general assertion. I now, in this
perhaps fleetingly luxurious phase of my life, have something I’ve
longed for since moving out of home at sixteen: a room entirely
devoted to my burgeoning collection of children’s literature.
Assembled from flea markets, annual library fairs, second-hand
bookstores and, of course, my family’s bookshelves – from my great-
granny’s Edward Lear, to my father’s tales of Gustavus Vasa to my
own Stories for the Children’s Hour and Berenstain Bears – it lines
several tall bookcases amid a Spill and Spell from the ’50s, a Snakes and
Ladders from the ’70s and a well-worn pack of Silly Sentences cards.
Raggedy Ann and Winnie-the-Pooh oversee the library, a room into
which no actual children have ever wandered, its Ikea brightness serving
more as a shrine to my own childhood, a museum of that memorable set
of influences, than a borrowing zone. But what makes children’s litera-
ture so important?

Sven Birkerts, in The Gutenberg Elegies: The Fate of Reading in
an Electronic Age, worries that, as the world whirls into faster and
more disconnected electronic fragments, we are losing, may have indeed
entirely lost, the experience of “deep time,” a state of being one could
imagine a poet like Wordsworth accessing relatively easily. Children’s
books represent this increasingly rare sojourn into deep time for me. I
was raised pre-household computer, without anything but a small black
and white TV on which we were allowed to watch the educational
programs on PBS and little else. The only regular intrusion into my
book reading absorption, apart from school and siblings, was the CBC
radio, usually playing The Morning Show or Gabereau. I was the only
child of five with my own room and I spent most of my time scrunched
up on the bed reading stacks of picture and later chapter books, the
most sophisticated, I confess, being Pearl S. Buck’s The Good Earth at
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eight, and Irving Stone’s biographical novel of Vincent Van Gogh at
ten. My father also came up to my room after dinner and read me The
Hobbit or The Wind in the Willows, a ritual that continued until I was
nine or so. A yearning still grips me for those days of plunging into
books at a psychic depth I can scarcely imagine now, as I strain to
develop a reading schedule that isn’t striated with thoughts of chores
that I should be doing, voices that guilt me about things I haven’t yet
accomplished, or even cold and interpretive stances that rear up over the
book and dismantle its joys. 

I was not only capable of soaking in a text at depth, but I was also
voracious for the printed word. While now the high number of books I
read seems to preclude a submersing in any one of them so that, at
times, my frenzied perusals seem to mirror, in book form, the sound
bite devouring of information we’ve been conditioned to, as a child I
could be reeled in by a multiplicity of texts and yet find time to enter
each one, however insignificant, at an avid level. Like Alberto Manguel
who said “once I had learned to read my letters, I read everything:…
notices, advertisements, the small type on the back of tramway tickets,
letters tossed into the garbage, weathered newspapers caught under my
bench in the park, graffiti, the back covers of magazines,” I was
ravenous for any bit of paper scored with language. At the breakfast
table, I fought to win the rights to the cereal box imprinted with the
most text, masticating the words “nourishing,” “lightly toasted” and
“high in fibre” along with my Cheerios. Driving in the car, I called out
every sign we passed as though unlocking the door to magical destina-
tions. Even my mother’s canning tins fascinated, their tops stamped
with the company’s name BERNARDIN, the middle syllable a mountain
of caps, instructions, I presumed, in how to pronounce this mystical
word and duly stomped it off my tongue a hundred times a day as if
saying the name would release a genie from between the pears lolling in
their syrup. 

The occult nature of sounds had their counterparts in the visuals
accompanying their texts. This is where The Illustrated Poems for
Children anthology, with its woven cover and hefty binding, comes in,
the vital gift I received for my third Christmas, just as I started to read.
Lately I’ve noticed that children’s books are often illustrated in a
lacklustre fusion of Disney and manga styles: one dimensional, sugary
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characters that seem fish-eyed, dot-mouthed, dehumanized. There are no
shadows, no mythical grit, no visceral colours. The heroes’ names are
cute: Franklin, Arthur, Bob the Builder. None of the darkness, the
gothic energy that children’s imaginations crave, the layers of majestic
horror, the somatic substance that shapes a mind into a place of far
greater questing than will ever be provided by the homogenized
language and puerile pastels of many contemporary children’s books.
Think of Grimm, Lear, Ransome. Their words, luridly textured and
disruptive, were not merely adorned with indifferent illustrations but
with gorily visual counterparts. Birkerts speaks of literature as holding
a “connection-making” force; the drawings that fill the texts children
read first also provide that crucial function. 

On page 35 of The Illustrated Poems for Children anthology, the
“Jabberwocky” by Lewis Carroll is overarched by a gigantic red
rendition of the monster, flames lashing from its eyeballs, claws coiled
into fearsome candelabras while the prince, turned away from the
reader, stands helpless, arms akimbo, his sword hardly capable of
slashing down even one of the blades of smoke emanating from the
Jabberwock’s nostrils. At the same time, such words as “frabjous” and
“Callooh! Callay!” increase their powers of jubilation through the
accompanying roseate palette. A tension was thus created in my child-
mind between the poem’s assertion of the monster’s vanquishing and its
ineradicable actuality in picture form. But there were other more
personal and surreal leaps too. Page 30, for instance, featured “The
Destruction of Sennacherib” by Byron, a poem I’m sure no contempo-
rary collection for children would include with its Angel of Death and
deterministic lines like “The might of the Gentile, unsmote by the
sword, / Hath melted like snow in the glance of the Lord!” The poem
enthralled me, provoking tremulous shudders in my Catholic psyche, an
impression further enhanced by the accompanying illustration of four
warriors, two of whom are inexplicably concealing their mouths with
their bare shoulders as they ride to battle on their startle-eyed steeds.
The curious thing was – all these warriors looked identical to my father
at the time: intense gazes, low brows, full black beards and longish
mops. Apart from the fact that they appeared to be sporting skirts and
tightly laced ballet slippers, they could easily have passed for the
terrifyingly comforting form of my truck driver/philosopher
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progenitor. Lord Byron must have sensed my father’s hidden prowess
or the illustrator, Krystyna Orska, had known him in the more exotic
locales of his former life, I concluded. 

Anything is viable to a child’s mind. For an even more extreme
example, if you turn to page 68, there squats a rather doleful representa-
tion of a spotted frog, its mouth glum, a tentacled sun pouring its
obviously painful rays upon the frog’s black and blue hide. Beside it
lies Emily Dickinson’s little poem “I’m Nobody! Who are You?”
Until I was at least eight years old, I was convinced that this drawing
was an honest, actual representation of Ms. Dickinson herself, the frog
poet. I even quarrelled with my classmates regarding the existence of
amphibian verse until I was forced to set this delusion aside, at least in
public, though Emily la grenouille was a much harder figure to
relinquish than Sinterklaas. I believe it was the combination of an
exposure to such imaginative and well-crafted verse, much of it written
by poets who wrote solely for adults, and these attendant illustrations,
created by an artist unafeared of provoking tremors of the abject, that
established such essential notions as seen versus contradictory, exotic
versus known and the possible versus the unlikely in my hungering mind. 

Sure, the effect of all this was to turn me a tad weird, but isn’t this
a perfectly respectable way for a child, or an artist in fact, to be? We
now require children to “normalize” on an earlier and faster basis than
ever before. We demand that they use a computer at three, become
proficient consumers by six, start saving for RRSPs at ten. But what of
“the shadow life of reading,” in Birkerts’ terms, in which the “sense of
two worlds – the real and the textual” is relentlessly and magically
present, surging us through “varying levels of simultaneous awareness.”
Being allowed and even encouraged to drench myself in such texts gave
me a strange hope in the adult realm that children rarely gain today,
presented with two rigid paths: succeed in “rational” society through a
series of “logical” educational and financial progressions or drop out, do
drugs, die young. Living on the planet of children’s literature made me
feel closer to the adults (even if they happened also to be frogs) who
had composed such startling, rupturing word-beauty. A regular access to
these books also made me feel closer to my parents who did not annihi-
late my reading practices by cramming my hours with lessons, goals,
duties or resentment. Instead, I spent hours each day with tomes like
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The Illustrated Poems for Children treasury, books lining the space
between my narrow thighs and my still-flat chest, lunging gracefully in
my limber mind between frog-poets, paternal warriors and undying
dragons, assured, in the courage this somehow gave me, that I would be
received, as I was, in the world.
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Motes on Poetry (1999)

Proportion
We must uncenter our minds from ourselves;
We must unhumanize our views a little, and become confident
As the rock and ocean that we were made from.

Robinson Jeffers, “Carmel Point”

Poems do not have to be peopled. Or people can reside in the
margins of the poem, ousted from their false position as centrepieces.
Poems may displace people, not to render them refugees but to offer
them, instead, a heightened sense of proportionate recognition. As
Oriental art features the human etched in minuscule script set against
the immense epic of the mountains, so the poem, too, can restore
balance. It’s an endless struggle not to humanize everything – perhaps
it’s impossible – apart from the brief glimpse a haiku presents. The
poem can offer another channel through which to “know” things, resist-
ant as it is to simple categorizations, rejecting understanding through
the simple control and closure of names (e.g., whether it be “wolf” or
“Canis lupus”). From the solitude of Walden Pond, where he was
trying to “be” with the essence of other species without immediately
reducing them to food, lucre, experiment or, yes, even metaphor,
Thoreau wrote, “As soon as I begin to be aware of the life of any
creature, I at once forget its name.” An awareness of life, and life in all
its actual abundance and diversity, is a prerequisite for the writing of a
poem. The bottom line, in any meaning of the term, is anathema. 

Simplicity, not the lowest common denominator approach of
accessibility, is what draws me to poetry. The opportunity to be unclut-
tered. Fiction is often awash with pop-culture particulates “signifying
nothing” beyond the trivial moment. Many poems are too, unfortu-
nately. This glut, so prevalent in other media, has infected poetry to an
overwhelming extent. Why? Part of the reason might be a need to
prove the poem’s topicality, relevance, while another might be the
mistaken assumption that the poem is merely a farrago of “things I’ve
seen.” Look through any Canadian literary magazine and you’ll smell
the whiff of sameness. Narratives, anecdotal and colloquial, are easier to
peruse for the publisher after all, not to mention more accessible to the
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dumbed-down public, and simpler to “teach” in creative writing depart-
ments, than the rhythm and mystery-driven lyric. Perhaps when I speak
of the unpeopled poem, I am referring only to the lyric, a form which
refocuses the lens through which we look at life, a collaboration with
the unknown in the transcription of a moment of epiphany. Both the
contained shape and the rhythmic intensity of a lyric enable imagery of
a different order than can usually be found in any other genre. This
order – whether you call it the inhuman or the transcendental – is
endangered in this homogenous, technical and cynical age. 

Stillness & Listening

Poet and painter alike live and work in the midst of a genera-
tion that is experiencing essential poverty in spite of fortune.

Wallace Stevens, Necessary Angel: Essays on Reality 
and the Imagination

The much-hyped resurgence of poetry among the masses is a myth.
“Popular” poetry is a contradiction in terms. Hordes of people didn’t
swarm into Russian football stadiums to hear Yevtushenko’s poetry;
they went to hear nationalistic rants, chants and slogans. For the most
part, it’s not poetry lovers who fill spoken word venues – it’s people
seeking another brand of fast-paced, sensationalistic, competition-driven
entertainment. While there’s nothing wrong with that per se, it does
not support a claim for poetry’s renaissance. Poetry is an intimate art
form which tends to affect people in intricate and secret, rather than
overt and blatant, ways. The fierceness of a poem’s diction, the
compactness of its content, and the imagination inherent in its imagery,
not to mention the likelihood that a poem will offer layers of allusion
or metaphor, combine to make it unlikely that the masses, especially in
any Western society, will connect. Why is this so? Due, I suspect, to an
illiteracy that goes far beyond the inability to decipher written
language. Many people who can read adequately enough to peruse
newspapers, and even novels, are incapable (to their own minds) of
reading a poem. 
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Perhaps they have developed an aversion nourished by the school
system and its methods of “dissect and conquer,” or they have closed
themselves against the emotion a poem may arouse, or they simply
don’t see the significance of this ancient genre. Or perhaps they cannot
read a poem because they have been so bombarded with the blaring
sound bites of countless screens that they have a societally inflicted
attention deficit disorder. The rhythmically charged, condensed
language of a poem is sealed to them because it asks for stillness and a
depth of listening that they are no longer able to provide. It may also
ask for the awakening of a child-like imagination, the possibility of
which almost everything in our culture conspires against. We can
become “pre-mature” if it means we’ll spend our money on video
games, but not if we intend to invest in an innocent sense of reverence
and wonder in a manner contrary to economic mandates.

The strangest part about all this “illiteracy” is that even poets
themselves seem to be afflicted by it. I’ve encountered too many
writers who claim that they have difficulty concentrating on the
reading of poetry, or who admit with a misplaced pride, “I don’t read
poetry because I’m afraid it will influence me.”Who are one’s teachers
if not the books one reads? Just think of the possibilities if all the so-
called poets became literate and chose to purchase even one book a year.
What a flourishing industry we’d have – and there’d be far fewer poets
burdened by accumulating boxes of unsold books! However, a by-
product of a gain in comfort often seems to be an unfortunate turning
from what keeps us truly alive – the arts. As we drown in a slough of
materialism and haste, a poverty of spirit and nation becomes
entrenched until even the poets are no longer immune.

Attachment

Familiarity is the long enactment of surrender to a place.
John Elder, Imagining the Earth: Poetry and the 
Vision of Nature
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This is a time in which a lack of commitment is mistaken for a
freedom. Having lived in one central neighbourhood since the age of
two, I find the idea of attachment to place compelling. Sometimes, it’s
as if the inhabitants of this locus are characters in my own private play.
I accord them names to describe their idiosyncrasies or their physiog-
nomies. Some of them I’ve been meeting for over twenty years and
have heard all about their gallbladder operations, their daughters in
Denver and the rising price of deli meat. They are an integral part of my
daily walk about the streets. No poems, however, have emerged from
my encounters with them. They are the life I leave unsung. Conversely,
it is the inhuman aspect of this neighbourhood that has claimed me
irrevocably as its denizen.

For the past two and a half years, I have written hundreds of poems
about a piece of land that is all but lost to memory. This ten-acre forest
at the end of my street, once home to hawks, trilliums and countless
unnamed insects; once a haven for blackberries, salmon berries and
fiddleheads; once a niche for firepits and children’s forts, but now
metamorphosed into a multi-million dollar factory for the virtual, has
fed my poetry more thoroughly than any other subject that has chosen
me thus far. Often a crisis precipitates poems. In this case, the urgency
inspired by losing a place that epitomized the real to me has extended
itself indefinitely. Through the rhythm and form of poems I have
funnelled my grief and anger, in the end hopefully producing elegies
that others can enter, even without a personal connection to the place.
Everyone, after all, is intimate with some moment of loss. The book
that emerged, Starvation Landscape, is a tribute to this irrecoverable
terrain that I, and my neighbours, dubbed “Trillium Trails.”

Surrendering to the presence of an absence, I have been able to
travel inward on the successive layers of memory, circling within as if
on the spiralling tracks of a stump. Sometimes I fear that in these days
of “fast and fun,” my singular obsession appears monotonous. Then I
think of Hesse’s book exploring all the facets of homesickness or of
Wendell Berry’s many sequences centred on the figure of a man who
looks out through a window on the relentlessly degraded land, and I am
reassured. Or I recall John Berryman’s advice to W. S. Merwin: “If you
have to be sure don’t write.”
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Books of poems affect me most deeply when they are not about
one-night stands with either a place or a person, but detail instead a long
struggle with surrender to a life force that is beyond a writer’s
momentary choosing.

Seriousness & Permeability

Be it life or death, we crave only reality.
Henry David Thoreau, Walden

Poetry, somehow, makes the real that much more real. Ever since I
was a child, I’ve had to write down my life to make it tangible, multi-
faceted, meaningful. Much of this life ends up in a journal (my “purge-
atory”), occasional letters or lists. Some of it seeks form, a persistent
rhythm or a central image, and contorts into a poem. Lately, my life has
tended not to land directly in a poem, but has been transmuted through
the life of another, like the Viennese painter Egon Schiele, or has
metamorphosed into an extended preoccupation, as with the plight of
extinct species. Particularly when dealing with incidents of loss or
death, I never fully feel their impact or heal from my grieving until
poems have emerged to put erratic, chaotic life in its place. Not to
fossilize it, seal it hermetically against further exploration (although
that can become a dangerous assumption), but to memorialize, in the
beauty of language, an irretrievable moment. One’s poetics are merely
the meditations of a phase of growth. A searching for sense, pattern, in
what often emanates from a mystery. 

Contradictory? Yes. But a necessary process of self-definition in
these flimsy, fearful times in which any attempt to side with one’s
beliefs of what is “right and good,” whether ethically or aesthetically,
is met with resistance and inevitable suppression. Serious poets are
scoffed at. In fact, seriousness in any pursuit, unless it’s making money,
playing sports or losing weight, is derided, trivialized. As poets, we are
denigrated to reading at the “Fool’s Banquet” (whose logo is Bozo with
a microphone), joining the Really Awful Poets Society, contributing to
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the Journal of Contemporary Literary Stuff and participating in slams
or Magnetic Poetry Fests. 

In this country, another kind of gag is used to silence our real
poets. Reduced to irrelevant jesters, bereft of critics to maintain our
standards, and lacking a considerable, considerate reading/listening
public (due to illiteracy, poor marketing and competition from
screens), the poet who wishes to keep a song going today must be
brutally self-reliant, tough and yet tender, both permeable and steel.
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